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Kinked steel and dented wood – Madness or innovation?
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Boundaries moved forward, questioning, tradition and new family members...
This year Blå Station presents:

1. The chair DENT, a revolutionary innovation.
Design: O4i; Jon Lindström & Henrik Kjellberg 2013
The impossible is now possible. A 3D experience with the use of traditional veneer.
DENT is comfortable, expressive and useful, and has three different bases in tubular steel of
which one is stackable and one is a swivel-base.
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2. VIVI chair, a well-balanced masterpiece.
Design: Thomas Bernstrand 2013
Wooden chair VIVI is a shell chair completely in compression-moulded, layer-glued, ash wood.
VIVI comes with 4 legs or runners to withstand any environment, from the cafeteria to the auditorium.
The chair comes with arm, connecting fittings, folding table and trolley.

3. SIZE a table series with almost unlimited possibilities.
Design: Thomas Bernstrand 2013
SIZE, as the name suggests, is a series of tables that can be offered in all possible sizes.
The idea is that the customer should always be given the opportunity to choose the size and shape
of the table top and also affect the base of the tables. 3 legs or 4 legs or only 1.
Square, rectangular or round table top is standard.

4. POND an irresistible coffee table.
Design: Mia Cullin 2013
POND is a table that you can easily move around. There are actually two tables in various heights
and size, a crossover between coffee table and tea trolley, where the wheels and the handle define
the function. Top in ash wood, legs in chromed steel, handle in rubber or leather.
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5. DUNDRA a successful, growing family of furniture with new siblings.
Design: Stefan Borselius 2011-2013
The Dundra family keeps on growing. Needs exist and customers exist, so we’re adding new products
to cater for additional requests and make the Dundra family as complete as possible. You may say
that we have added seven new family members, a sofa, a stackable stool and upholstered armrests.
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6. The Wilmer easy chair’s harmonious but not humdrum brother, Wilmer C.
Design: Stefan Borselius 2012-2013
Wilmer came last year and is asymmetrical in the armrests. It is a hybrid between a chair and an
easy chair. The new Wilmer C has symmetric armrest and is suited for conference environments
(C is short for conference). Wilmer C has four legs, but can also be fitted onto the same under-frame
as Wilmer T and Wilmer S (just add a C).
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7. SUPERKINK, the bold big brother of Straw comes as a sofa and an easy-chair.
Design: Osko + Deichmann 2013
Straw, the first chair with kinks in its metal tubes, received the +1 award at the 2009 Stockholm
Furniture Fair. Superkink is a brash big brother of Straw, with lacquered hard kinked steel tubing and
soft, comfortable upholstery. Sophisticated punk.
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8. Extended easy chair TAYLOR creates space for a friend beside you.
Design: Mia Gammelgaard 2012-2013
TAYLOR is a simplified yet distinctive easy-chair (2012) with its own strong integrity that is equally well
suited to home life as public spaces. We think that now is the right time to extend TAYLOR slightly and
add some space for a friend, in the new TAYLOR sofa.

9. KOJA HOTEL questions functions by providing creative meeting areas.
Design: Fredrik Mattson 2009-2013
KOJA with the NEW swing table it is a complete, “cosy up, eat, work, meet” piece of furniture.
Flexible with a lot of function in little space. The swing table can be fitted to all KOJA models.
New is also KOJA HOTEL, which is spacious enough for two, generous if you are alone.

10. Innovation C – New add-on table. Permanent and mobile.
Design: Fredrik Mattson 2001-2013
A new design of the additional add-on table to the swivel-chair INNOVATION C, made of
compression-moulded layer-glued ash. The out-cut in the add-on table, where we lean our backs,
makes the comfort remain the same as.
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If you have any questions, please contact Blå Station at
phone +46 (0)44 249070 or info@blastation.se.
For more information about our new products please
visit www.blastation.com
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